iPad Email
In this guide we will be looking at email but for those using Apple products such as an iPad
or iPhone. This sees us using a 3rd party mail app rather than accessing our inbox directly like
on a laptop.
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Open mail from your home
screen. If a red number is
displayed, it means that you
have mail that has not been
read.
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On the left of the screen are
all your messages. A blue dot
next to a message means
that the message not been
opened/read. You only see
the first few lines of the
email on the left, it needs to
be opened to read fully. Tap
on one of the messages on
the left to open. This is now
highlighted with a grey
background and is opened
fully on the right. If this had a
Blue dot on it previously that
will have now disappeared.
At the very bottom of the list
of emails it will show when it
was last updated. If you want
to check for new messages
slide the messages down on
the left and providing you are
connected to the internet the
message checking mail will
be displayed, then updated
just now.
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At the top of the list of emails
is a search box. You can
search all your email for a
message that has been sent
to you but you have
misplaced. Insert a person’s

name, or the topic of the
email, Tap search on your
keyboard to try and locate
the message.
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In this example I searched for
holiday and this is how the
results look. There are
different ways that holiday
could be written. Tap one of
the options and all messages
that contains the word
holiday will be displayed.
Select the message you want
to read.
Top right of the screen there
are various symbols.
Flag: allows you to highlight
an important message.
Folder: will let you save a
message in a folder.
Trash: will throw a message
away.
Additional functions: will let
you reply forward or print a
message.
Create: to write a new
message.
Tap create new. This opens a
screen on top of your inbox
and says new message. The
cursor will be flashing next to
the word To, and your
keyboard will be displayed.
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Type the person’s email
address. If you have sent a
message previously or have a
person’s address in your
contact list suggested
addresses will be displayed
as soon as you start to type
the person’s name. Tap on
the person you want to send
your message to. If no
suggestions are displayed,
ensure you type the full
address correctly no capital
letters or spaces are
required.
The person’s name is now
displayed in the To box. To
add an addition person’s
address, ensure the cursor is
still flashing in the To box and
start to type the additional
person’s name to locate from
your contacts or previously
received/sent messages. Tap
in the box that says subject
cursor should now be
flashing in the subject box.
A subject should be inserted
so that the recipient can see
at a glance what the email is
about. Leaving it blank may
result in the recipient not
seeing the message as
important. A person would
open a message with the
subject party in preference to
a message that stated you
owe me money.
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Tap below the subject box to
type the message you want
to send. As you type a
message predictive text
offers examples of words just
above the keyboard which
you can Tap on to choose. To
start a new line in your email
Tap on the word return on
your keyboard. Insert your
name then Tap on send for
your message to go.
It is important that you enter
an email address correctly.
An incorrect entered email
address could result in seeing
a message like this example.
This email address is
incorrect because there is a
space between frank & @
click cancel and correct the
address.
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To check if a message has
been sent you can check your
sent box. At the top of the
screen tap on the arrow next
to mailboxes. This will display
your drafts, sent and trash
folders. Tap on sent.
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All your sent messages will
be displayed. The name of
the folder you are in will be
displayed at the top. In the
example it states sent. Make
sure you go back to the
inbox. Tap the arrow at the
top next to mailboxes tap on
inbox.
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Sometimes a message goes
into drafts this is where
messages are saved if you
don’t complete the sending
process. To check if a
message is in drafts tap on
the arrow next to mailboxes.
This will display your drafts,
sent and trash folders. Tap
on drafts. Remember to go
back to the inbox by selecting
on mailboxes then inbox.
Messages can be deleted
from any folder, inbox sent
box or drafts. To delete
messages individually open
the message that you want
to delete then select the
trash bin at the top.
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To delete messages in bulk
select Edit at the top of the
listed emails.
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After selecting edit your
messages will have a circle
(radio button) on the left of
the message. Click on the
circle if you want to delete
that message this will insert a
tick to show its selected. Tap
on delete at the bottom. If
you don’t have the delete
option select move now tap
on the trash folder.
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Replying to a message
You would reply to an email
if the message you received
required a response from
you.
Open the message that you
want to reply to.
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At the top Tap the additional
functions arrow. Tap on reply
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Once you have selected reply
the senders email address
and the subject are
completed automatically and
the original message is
displayed. Write your reply
above the original message.
Once complete you can send.
Tap send.
Once a message has been
replied to a small arrow will
be inserted next to the
original email in the inbox.
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Forwarding a message
You would use the forward
function to send a message
that you have received onto
someone else. Open the
message that you want to
forward, Tap on additional
functions arrow Select
forward
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Tap in the to box Type the
person’s email address.
Subject is already completed.
Note the letters Fwd. on the
subject line that indicates it
has been forwarded. If you
want to add a message type
it beneath the subject box.
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Saving a photo from an
email
Emails with attachments are
identified by a paperclip next
to who the message is from.
Open the email. Tap on the
additional functions arrow
Tap save image. Your photo
will be in your album.
Sending a photo from your
device. There are 2 different
ways to send a photo. Option
1 Start your email as normal.
Complete to & subject and
any message you want to
include. Tap and hold where
you want the picture to go,
once you see the bubble
release your finger a new
menu is displayed.
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Once the menu is displayed
Tap insert photo or Video
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Your photo albums will open
locate the photo you want to
send Tap on your photo.
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Tap on use your photo will
now be inserted onto your
email.
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Option 2 Open your photos
from your home screen
choose your photo. Tap the
share icon.
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After selecting the share icon
there are various ways of
sharing your photo. Select
mail to send via Email.
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Once you have selected mail
you now are able to
complete the To box with the
persons email address. Tap
send.

